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A Commitment to QualityA Commitment to Quality.. And to And to YYou!ou!

Gusmer’s integrated rig design will save you

time and money by eliminating renting 

power utilities, manpower, making 

connections and setting up the equipment 

every time you go to the jobsite!

See for yourself, all of the advantages and benefits 

that mobile spray rigs hand crafted by Gusmer can

provide. From just one source, you can now take

delivery of a totally factory built and tested mobile

spray rig, complete with Gusmer state of the art,

high performance spray equipment. A product and

service no one else can supply, and added value no

one else can match. You will get the finest selection

of proportioning equipment and gun packages, along

with the finest craftsmanship, technical assistance

and high performance customer service direct from

Gusmer and our Global Distributor Network.
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Mobility:  Designed to be towed behind a 3/4 ton 
pick-up truck, the Gusmer rig is engineered for
maximum weight efficiency, highway perform
ance and construction site functionality and 
maneuverability. 

Equipment Choices:  The custom rigs can be 
outfitted with one or more high-pressure 
Gusmer plural-component spray machines. 
Gusmer offers a wide range of air driven and 
hydraulically driven spray packages to service 
every type of foam and coating application. 
Hose lengths up to 310 ft (or 100m) can be 
configured depending on equipment selection 
and application need. Integrated with your 
choice of diaphragm feed or divorced style 
drum feed transfer system, and one of Gusmer's
renowned high performance spray guns.

Trailer Construction:  The trailer is custom framed
into a separate power utility room and an 
insulated production, equipment operation and
work area. A heavy-duty custom integrated 
diesel generator, air compressor and tank 
reservoir make up the power components in 
the ventilated front utility room. Spare tire, 
additional storage and our high performance 
air dryer are also located in this area. 
Equipped with custom crafted wood framed 
cabinets, work bench, material storage and 
transfer system. 

SPF Insulation: The added SPF Insulation and 
optional heating and A/C units provide more 
precise temperature control of the internal 
ambient temperature inside the rig to assure 
optimum material performance.

The wall between the production area and the 
utility room is also insulated to provide added 
sound and thermal insulation protection.

Floor and Wall Protection:  The trailer floors are 
painted with a heavy duty industrial grade 
epoxy paint to protect them from chemical 
spills and traffic. The ceilings and walls are 
custom covered with a durable, maintenance 
friendly and decorative vinyl liner. 

Work Station, Storage, Tools and Supplies:  
Custom wood crafted upper and lower 
cabinets provide storage for needed tools, 
spare parts and cleaning supplies. Four (4) 
upper cabinets and six (6) lower cabinets 
surround the workbench area. The center 
drawer is custom designed and built with 
partitions for storing and separating tools and 
parts. A steel top workbench is mounted with a
heavy duty vise to provide maximum durability,
work space protection and plenty of room for 
equipment maintenance and other duties. 
Electrical outlets and overhead lights provide 
additional work center versatility.

Compressed Air Access and Control System:
An air regulator valve with connection port is 
conveniently located over the workbench area 
for easy access for gun maintenance. The 
system consists of a main shut off valve, filter 
and water separator, air dryer, pressure 
regulator, outlet for air tool hose, outlet for 
non-lubricated air, air lubricator, and another 
outlet for lubricated air. 

Custom Steel Fabrication:  Storage space and 
safety are first in mind with our steel crafted 
transfer system brackets and 55 gallon drum 
retainer braces and safety chains.

Electrical System:  The electrical system is 
self-generated by a top brand diesel generator.
It consists of a 125 amp, circuit running into a 
24 circuit Square D electrical panel, set finely 
into the trailer wall. All plumbing and wiring are
run in conduit and behind removable panels 
for a professional clean look and easy access 
for service. The trailer also has an exterior 
outlet to connect to a 110v local feed to power 
the lights and other 100 volt systems. 

Locking Rear Access Doors:
Full rear opening barn doors swing open to 
provide 100% access to the rear of the trailer 
rig. Each door can be opened or closed 
individually and are equipped with heavy duty 
locking mechanisms for added security. A
unique little "doggy" door allows the hose 
system to operate while the doors remain 
closed. 

Equipment Mount:  Shock absorbing, vibration-
reducing rubber mounts securely hold the 
H-20/35 in place. All material supply 
connections, wiring, and hose plumbing are 
complete. Hoses remain secure in neatly 
finished non-crushing hose mounts. 

Drum Storage and Material Transfer:  Choose 
between Gusmer stainless steel divorced style
transfer pumps or several industry leading 
diaphragm pump systems. The diaphragm 
pump system comes complete with outlet 
temperature and pressure gages to optimize 
set-up configuration and assist in trouble-
shooting. 

Diesel Generated Power Supply:  Located in the 
front utility room, top brand names like ONAN 
and KOHLER diesel generators power the 
electrical system. Several capacity sizes are 
available to choose from to meet the specific 
needs of your equipment configuration or 
spray operation.  

On-board Compressed Air Supply System:  
Champion Brand high volume air compressor 
is mounted on board to provide air volume and
pressure to the machine (if necessary), the 
transfer pumps, spray gun and any other 
necessary air powered tools. A durable 30 
gallon air reservoir tank assures adequate air 
capacity and fast system response for air 
requirements. 

Air Dryer:  An advanced, 5 in 1 high temperature 
refrigerant air dryer provides dry air to –40 
degrees dew point. This assures that only 
clean, dry air is supplied to your components. 

Safety Equipment:  The Gusmer trailer rig is 
US/Canada DOT certified and outfitted with all
standard safety equipment such as fire 
extinguisher, emergency eye wash station, first
aid kit, and a full size spare tire. Steel chains 
connect to specially crafted, wall mounted, 
rails firmly holding drums in place during 
transport and operation.

A/C – Heater:  Separate air conditioning and 
heating systems can also be ordered to 
maximize crew comfort and provide 
more precise control of internal ambient 
temperatures to assure optimum 
material performance. 

Fresh Air Respirator Breathing System:
We offer an optional fresh air mask respiratory
system for applications that demand the 
highest degree of safety and operator 
protection. The fresh air breathing apparatus is
custom fitted into the trailer rig and the air 
supply is plumbed external. 

Additional List of options: Other options include 
Longer Trailers, Power and Air,  Recirculation 
and pre-heating systems / ABP, Longer Hose, 
Transfer Systems and Graphics.

WARNING: The equipment described herein must only be operated or serviced by properly trained individuals, thoroughly familiar with
the operating instructions and limitations of the equipment.

NOTICE: All statements, information and data given herein are believed to be accurate and reliable but are presented without guaran-
tee, warranty or responsibility of any kind expressed or implied.  Statements or suggestions concerning possible use of GUSMER
Equipment are made without representation or warranty that any such use is free of patent infringement, and are not recommendations
to infringe any patent.  The user should not assume that all safety measures are indicated or that other measures may not be required.

NOTE: All standard and service specifications identified on this GUSMER technical sales flyer are based on U.S. standards.
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